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“Have you met the creator of
the sunset?” he asked.
“Is there a sunset photographer with an exhibit?” I asked.
“No, no, not the photographer, the artist who actually creates
the sunsets—he opened a booth
here for the Artwalk.” The
Artwalk was an assembly of local
artists who brought out their wares
one evening every month, in a festival atmosphere, and the whole
community turned out to explore
and assess their creativity and imagination.
He continued, “Did you see the sunset a few nights back? The
sun lit up an entire bank of clouds with brilliant red and vermillion, and
rays of light crossed the sky tying the whole world together in one brilliant show in which the sun plunging into the unknown reaches beyond
the worlds, gave one final vision of its brilliance and power.” My
friend was prone to poetic flights.
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I played along. “Yes, I saw it
too. I wish I had a palette like that
to paint with. So many soft rich
pastels, with innumerable shades
which seem to capture the essence
of light and the unboundedness of
space, lighting up the intangible
emptiness of sky with material
form, so that the vacuum of sky
fills up with the Light of God,
exposing Heaven itself to our mortal eyes.”
“Yes, that was certainly one of his best recent exhibits,” he said.
“Do you want to meet him?”

“Now wait a minute, you are saying that there is an artist right
here in Fairfield that is using the Iowa sky as a canvas, and displaying
his works for free for everyone to see, every evening? Does he use the
tall corn for his easel? Does he gather his colors from the bright variegated rainbow that shows itself after a sudden shower? Do the wind
and the rain serve as a paintbrush for him, as he shapes the clouds and
filaments of light to our delight? Does he measure his perspective and
foreshortening from the sun, the moon and the planets?”
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My friend realized that I
hadn’t bought into it. He would
say at other times that I was too
much given over to the scientific
world view, and was blind to the
sweet tender inner core of beauty in
life all around me. Molecules,
atoms, fine particles — so boring,
so dead:

These were not the makings of the world, he would say, these were
only concepts, and he would complain that I wasn’t using my whole
brain, or I
would be able to
see the infinite
glory of the
Divine shining
in every object.
And he would
try to awaken
me to the hidden values of
perception by
pointing out
their quiet
majesty, but I
could only listen
politely. I
couldn’t really
see...
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“Yes, yes, but you sound so
cynical,” he said. “You’ll sing a
different tune after you meet him—
we’re almost there.” We had been
walking towards the downtown
square where the Artwalk was laid
out. We came to the outskirts and
picked up a brochure listing the
exhibits of the month. My friend
pointed to one of the entries, it said
unassumingly, “Sunset Artist,” and
gave an address.

We wended our way there, past
displays of painters, potters,
weavers, digital artists and website creators, and finally came to
the building which had been renovated as a gallery, with one floor
taken over by the display of the
“Sunset Artist.” We signed the
registry, and moved into the first
room with a group of strollers
from the evening Art Walk.

All at once, the room became dark, and we heard the chanting of the
primordial sounds of Atharva Veda, the ancient teaching of pure knowledge belonging to the Vedic tradition of India.
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.Ö{…môCzNtô AWÿy" SvôivRdSÖ tpoÿ dIô=;mÿpu iÄ nWedÿ rûu gÿe[ )
ttoÿ r;Ö∑'^ blÖmojÿí j;ôt' tdÿSmw dÖve ; ¨ÿpsÖ n' mÿ Ntu 1
s˙ÿdy' s;'mnÖSymivÿ√Wπ ' ké,oim v"
aÖNyo aÖNymÖ…. hÿytR vÖTs' j;ôt;…mÿv;ôﬂ‰; 1
anÿvu t[ " ipôt"u pu]û o m;ô]; .ÿvtuû s'mnÿ ;"
j;ôy; pTyeÖ m/ÿmu tIô' v;c'Ã vdtu x;≤NtÖv;m( 2
We listened to the sounds of the
recitation, first in the dark, and
then a light show began, with
sophisticated laser lights, prisms,
and mirrors. The room had
become a theater. The charming
even magical sound of the Atharva
Veda faded away, and now a voice
was explaining the light show.

“The source of the sunset is
the Law, the constitution of life, the
eternal law which governs life
everywhere. The law governs life
from within a single point, from
within every point. Where the
point becomes a line, where the
line is a field, a straight plane without boundaries, there is the structure of Veda,” the voice intoned.
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“There is the Constitution of the
Universe. Where from one single
point, the Law generates circles,
cycles of motion and return, there
the Natural Law is engaged in carrying out the eternal steps of progression which construct the steps
of evolution in the most orderly
way. Infinite order, perfection of
form, unlimited beauty, the liveliness of all possibilities is ordained
by the Constitution of the
Universe.”
In the light show, we saw the
point, vibrating with the potentiality of sound, expand and become a
line, and the line shot through the
room, from side to side and from
side to side, over and over, and
that line became a sheet of light:

One flat plane without ripples or
boundaries, an expanse of pure
light, pure is-ness. And we were
right in the middle of it, as if participants, feeling as if we ourselves
were that one ray of light that had
expanded and become an unbounded unrestricted plane of light
extending everywhere.
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The point was inside each one
of us, and the line flowed out from
our own point, and the field was
merely the extension of the line,
and we were the source of it all.

m; .[;t;ô .[;tÿr' i√=ÖNm; Svs;ÿrmutû Svs;ÿ
sÖMyçÖ" svÿt[ ; .ûTU v; v;cÃ' vdt .Ö{y;ÿ 3
yenÿ devÖ ; n ivôy≤NtÖ no cÿ ivi√ôWteÿ …môq"
tTk¡<é moô b[˜ÿ vo gOhû e sÖD' ;n'Ö pu®W¡ >e y" 4
Jy;yÿSvNt…íô·ô ˇnoô m; iv y*ÿ∑ s'r;ô/yÿNtô" s/ÿru ;ôírÿNt"
aÖNyo aÖNySmwÿ vÖLgu vdÿNtÖ Etÿ s/[Icô In;ÿNvô"
s'mnÿ sSké,o…m 5
The strains of Atharva Veda
returned, but now we felt that Veda
was reverberating inside us, that it
was our own melody, our own
intelligence singing, reverberating,
creating the infinitely diversified
ever-evolving values of light from
that single point of intelligence
deep inside us that was ever the
same.
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The ambient lighting came back
on, and we were invited to step forward into the next room, for the
next display. Everyone was silent
as if personally reflecting on the
infinite possibility of unlimited creative potential that had been
revealed within a single point, that
seemed to spring from deep inside
every one of us. As we shuffled
into the next room, I whispered to
my friend, “That was awesome.
But how does he scale it up to fill
the whole sky?”

My friend whispered hurriedly
that he didn’t think the artist had
to scale it, but rather, he created
everything from one point. I wondered how that would work, but
didn’t have time to come to any
conclusion before the second
exhibit began.
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The second room was dedicated to the sun. This room was
set up like a movie theater. We
were barely seated in our chairs
when the lights dimmed and a new
show began. Immediately in the
background we heard Vedic chanting.

ivê…ji√ê…jTkt;R ivê;Tm; ivêtomu%"
ivêeêro ivêyoininRyt;Tm; …jte≤N{y" 1
k;l;≈y" k;lkt;R k;lh; k;ln;xn"
mh;yogI mh;bu≤ımRh;Tm; sumh;bl" 2
p[.iu vR..u tRU n;qo .Ut;Tm; .uvneêr"
.Ut.Vyo .;ivt;Tm; .Ut;Nt"kr," ixv" 3
xr<y" kml;nNdo nNdno nNdv/Rn"
vre<yo vrdo yogI susy' ˇu _" p[k;xk" 4
I recognized some names of light,
and the Maker of Time, and the
Destroyer of Time, and surmised
that this was the Thousand Names
of Surya, a traditional Vedic recitation in praise of the sun.
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As the recitation continued, we saw
dimly on the movie screen, a landscape taking shape. Gradually the
sky brightened. Forms flickered
across the screen as rays of light
began to shoot through the sky.
And then the rim of the sun became
visible. The golden orb of the sun,
rose up through faint mist, illuminating sparse clouds, and shooting
streams of light in all directions. It
felt like the recitations of the 1000
names of Surya were taking form
in the brilliant life-bestowing golden sun.

aVy©/;rI /Ir;Tm; p[cte ; v;yuv;hn"
sm;ihtmit/;Rt; iv/;t; ’tm©l" 6
kpRdI kLp’&{" sumn;/mRvTsl"
sm;yuˇ_o ivmuˇ_;Tm; ’t;Tm; ’itn;'vr" 7
aiv…cNTyvpu" ≈eœo mh;yogI mheêr"
k;Nt" k;m;idr;idTyo inyt;Tm; inr;k⁄l" 8
k;m" k;®…,k" kt;R kml;krbo/n"
s¢si¢r…cNTy;Tm; mh;k;®…,koˇm" 9
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Now the sun, shining in the
sky, began to be seen in a different
light, as if we could see the finer
details of its structure. And rather
than seeing sunspots and convection waves on the surface of the
sun, we saw a deeper structure, the
primordial form of the sun as a
handsome youth, seated on a chariot drawn by eight white horses. As
the sun moved through the sky, we
were able to appreciate the sun
both ways, as a fiery golden orb,

and coexisting within the light of
the orb, as an embodied impulse
of lively intelligence, with so
many manifest structures of intelligence responsible for administering the entire solar system with
perfect orderliness: unlimited
organizing power localized as the
sun and his glorious chariot.

Now a voice began to explain that
as the sun stretches out his rays, he
creates the space of the solar system from within himself. Now we
see the rays of light stretching out
and illuminating the earth, the
moon and the planets one by one.
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The sun is the totality; it is the
knower and the known, and the
process connecting the two. He is
the performer and the fruit of
action, and the action which connects the two. He is the subject
and the object, and the verb implementing the action flowing from
one to the other.

He is inside and he is outside, and
he is the stream of life which
flows eternally in cycles of
dynamism and silence, connecting
the inner and outer in one grand
wholeness. The evolutionary progression of the chariot of the sun
passing through the sky creates the
theater of the world.

All the props and characters of the
play we see in that theater are the
different expressions, the different
layers or shadows of the infinite
totality embodied in the sun. The
sun is the All, the Great, the
Brahman.
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We learned in the light show in the first exhibit, that from a point,
the line emerges, and the line creates the field, and then the unmanifest
field gives rise to all possibilities; now we learn that in the same way,
from the single point of the brilliant sun, the planets are born, and the
theater of life unfolds, ever the expression of a single point, unfolding
in cycles of action and return in the eternal self-referral consciousness.
That one point, possessed of infinite dynamism, reverberating with
unlimited possibilities is the same one point, the source of all potentialities past, present and future, the meeting point of Being and Becoming,
the core of our own Being.

The sun and all the worlds are created out of the organizing power of
a single point, and that point is not
distant, it is that point which is the
center of our own existence. That
totality of existence and intelligence, the infinite never-ending
horizon of possibility is our own
Self. The point from which the
universe unfolds is within us. We
are each one of us the embodiment
of totality, universal intelligence.
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The movie concluded by emphasizing that the knowledge of the sun
and the vast solar system could be
gained only by realizing the knowledge of the inner self; Self-knowledge was the key; by learning that
one thing, the Self, by which everything else is known, we engage the
infinite organizing power of Nature
to work for us, and live Totality in
daily life.

The lights came back on, and I
said to my friend, “That explains
how the artist expands the point to
the world scale.

“The solar system, extending from
the sun to the earth and beyond is
simply a measure of the organizing
power of the point at the center of
everything. But what are the
mechanics of diversification? How
is it that no two sunsets are ever
the same? We have a lot of elements, but there is still the main
trick, how to put everything
together into one sky-consuming
vision of breath-taking beauty.”
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Now a curtain opened and what seemed to be a puff of smoke
emerged from the next room. As we filed in, we saw a small placard
with a title: Body is the microcosm of the universe.
Here we were faced with a life-sized human model, reminiscent
of the animatronics of Disneyland and other theme parks, only this
model was transparent so that one could see all the organs of the human
body.

The exhibit in this room began with what had become by now a
familiar theme: The organizing power of a single point gives rise to
infinite diversity through steps of sequential expansion. Now the single point was to be the first word of Rik Veda. Rik Veda, the most
ancient and revered textbook of the ancient Vedic civilization, kept
alive through recitation generation after generation by the Vedic families of India, begins with the sound “a.”

aô…¶mIÿ¬π purû oihÿt' yÖDSyÿ devÖ mO‚û Tvjÿm( ) hot;ÿr' ràÖ/;tÿmm( 1
aô…¶" pUv…Re .ôAi≥ Wÿ….ô‡rI@‰oô nUtnÿ ®w tÖ ) s devÖ ;\ Eh vÿ=it 2
aô…¶n;ÿ rù…ymÿXnvÖt( poWÿmvÖe idôvie dÿve ) yÖxs'ÿ vIôrvÿˇmm( 3
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a¶eÖ y' yÖDmÿ?vôr' …vôêtÿ" p·rô.rU …sÿ ) s îd( devÖ We ÿu gCzit 4
aô…¶hoRt;ÿ kôiv£¡t"u sôTy…íô]≈ÿvStm" ) devÖ o devÖ …e .ôr; gÿmt( 5
ydÖ© d;ôxWu Öe Tv‡m¶eÿ .Ö{' k¡·rô„y…sÿ ) tvet( tt( sôTymÿi©r" 6
¨pÿ Tv;¶e idôvie dÿvÖe doW;ÿvSt…/ôyR ; vÖym( ) nmoô .rÿNtô Emÿ…s 7
r;jÿNtm?vôr;,;'ÿ goôp;mOtû Syô dIidÿivm( ) v/ÿmR ;n'Ö Sve dmeÿ 8
s nÿ" ipôtve ÿ sUnû veå¶eÿ sUp;yÖno .ÿv ) scÿSv; n" SvôStyeÿ 9
ABCDEFGHIJKL

a a; î È ¨ Ë A Å lO E Ee ao a*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcde
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZa

We focus in on the sound
“a”, and see the “a” collapsing to “k” through eight
somersaults.

The sound “a”, familiar as the first
letter of every alphabet in the
world, is that one single point
from which the infinite organizing
power of Nature generates through
sequential symmetry breaking all
the innumerable diversities of relative Creation.
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Now the different steps of the Apaurusheya Bhashya of Rig Ved, the
self-created or uncreated commentary of Rik Veda, are explained. We
see that the first pada, and the first richa arise from the collapse of “a”
onto “k”; and then from the gaps between these 24 syllables, the 192
syllables in the richas 2 through 9 emerge. From the gaps between
these 192 syllables, the 192 suktas of the first mandala come out, and
from the gaps in the 192 suktas, the 192 suktas of the tenth mandala
arise.

The first sound “a” contains within
its own structure, as the rays of its
organizing power, the sequential
expansion of its nature into the
pada, the richa, the sukta, the mandala, and the whole of Rik Veda.
It’s like a perfect poem, so perfect
that the whole flow of it is contained in the first sound.
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If you could just grasp the first
sound for all of its detail, then you
could follow all the following steps
as the inevitable transformations
and expansions of the possibilities
contained in perfect orderliness in
their seed form in “a.”

This was all very intellectual; and
yet at the same time, it was a wonder that the ancient text had been
analyzed and found to contain
such a perfectly orderly structure.
But what the exhibit presented
next put the whole into a remarkably new light.

The different Mandalas
or books of the Rik Veda
were shown to represent
the intelligence of the
different organ systems
in the body. As these
different organ systems
were enumerated, they
would flash on and off
with colored lights as the corresponding Mandalas of Rik Veda were
being recited. Total knowledge of the human physiology is contained
in Rik Veda; the Veda is the Creator of the body.
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Now the point comes
back about the infinite
organizing power contained in the point:
Based on the principle
of sequential unfoldment, the total knowledge of the human
physiology is contained in even the first
syllable of Rik Veda.
For even more detail of expansion,
the movie explained, there are 40
branches of Vedic Literature which
explore the intelligence of every
fiber in the physiology. The body
is made of Natural Law; the body
is made of the infinite organizing
power of Natural Law, the same
infinite organizing power which is
lively in every point of Creation.

The body is an image of the cosmos; a microcosm of all the intelligence that is there in every point of
creation: Now, the movie explains,
we have the key to the creativity of
Nature, the secret of the beauty of
the sunset, insight into the extraordinary versatility and power of the
sunset artist:
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The Sunset Artist is putting
into action, setting in motion the
intelligence of Total Natural Law
which is the birthright of every
individual on earth. Every individual has the potential to create
on the cosmic scale, because all
the laws of nature that function in
harmony to create the beauty of
the sunset are already functioning
to create the harmonious and
coherent functioning of the
human physiology.

Total Natural Law
can be harnessed to serve
the creativity of the artist
on whatever scale he or
she wants to express,
whether small or large.

The recitations returned, and now
the movie reviewed all the 40 branches
of Vedic Literature and the different
aspects of physiology correlated with
each. A panoply of beautiful sunsets,
one after the other assuaged our desire
to see the beautiful work of the artist,
whose mode of creativity had now been
exposed to our scrutiny.
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Then out of the abstraction of various brilliant skylines, the form
of the narrator came into view. The narrator said simply that the
Sunset Artist was there in the audience watching the movie with us. He
bowed to the genius and technique of the brilliant Sunset Artist, and
then faded away into another fiery and glorious sunset onscreen.

The lights came back on, and now, the familiar strains of Atharva
Veda accompanied us as we filed back onto the street, and continued
our perusal of the booths and exhibits of the Fairfield artists.

sÖm;ônI pÖp[ ;ÿ sÖh voÿ•.;ôg" sÿm;ône yoK]ÿe sÖh voÿ yunæJm
sÖMyçoô…¶' sÿpyRt;ôr; n;….ÿ…mv;ô….tÿ" 6
sÖ/I[ cô In;ÿNvô" s'mnÿ sSké,oôMyekX¡ nu∑INTsÖv' nÿnne Ö sv;ÃnR (
dÖve ; îÿv;ômtO 'Ö r=ÿm;,;" s;ôyp' ;[ tÿ " s*mnÖso voÿ aStu 7
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Somehow, the cinematographer’s trick didn’t take us in. We didn’t look around at each other, wondering who was the secret Sunset
Artist amongst us. We were thinking each one of us to himself, “I
can do that.” Making a sunset is
not such a big deal. Start with a
point, extend to a line, then one flat
plane. Then all possibilities lively
at every point.

The canvas is ours. The palette
is ours. Each of us has the creativity and organizing power
inside of us, to bless the world
with our beautiful creations, on
any scale. There is nothing that
we cannot create. The universe is
ours.
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I thanked my friend for taking
me to see the Sunset Artist. I
hoped he wouldn’t remind me of
any of my doubting remarks on the
way in, because now I was truly a
believer in the Fairfield Sunset
Artist.

